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Quantitative characterization of magnetic materials at atomic resolution is one of important challenges
for the aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). The ability to measure
spin and orbital magnetic moment with atomic spatial resolution at surfaces, across interfaces, or nearby
defects, would provide unprecedented new insights into the magnetism at the shortest scale. A candidate
experimental technique to achieve this is called electron magnetic circular dichroism (EMCD; [1]).
EMCD is analogous to the well established x-ray magnetic circular dichroism, which allows to quantify
spin and orbital magnetic moments from spectra measured at core level edges of the magnetic elements.
In recent years, several research groups worldwide are investing substantial effort into high spatial
resolution EMCD. This has been largely motivated by the introduction of electron vortex beams (EVBs)
[2,3,4] into the world of transmission electron microscopy (TEM). It has been suggested [3] that EVBs
will allow measurement of EMCD directly at the transmitted beam. If confirmed, this would bring an
enormous improvement of signal to noise ratio compared to the classical EMCD, where spectra are
acquired in between the Bragg spots, using electron beams with small convergence angles [5].
However, it was shown recently [6], that to acquire EMCD at the transmitted beam requires that the size
of the EVB must be small enough to allow for atomic resolution. Expressed in terms of convergence
angles and resulting convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) pattern, the convergence angle must
be large enough so that the disks in the CBED pattern overlap. This is analogous to the elastic scattering
case, where an interference of overlapping CBED disks is a necessary condition for atomic resolution
STEM images [7].
An interesting corollary has been deduced on the basis of arguments of the coherence and symmetries
present in the diffraction patterns: a nonzero EMCD should be detectable in the direction of the
transmitted beam not only for vortex beams, but also for beams distorted by aberrations of suitable
symmetry. For example, for tetragonal or cubic crystals one can utilize a nonzero antisymmetric fourfold astigmatism, i.e., C3,4b [6]. Similar symmetry considerations also provided a qualitative explanation,
why electron vortex beams formed with spiral aperture do not lead to observable EMCD signal, despite
that they can be rather easily focused to an atomic size, with full-width half-maximum sizes of 3 Å or
less [8].
With a clean vortex probe of sufficiently small size it should be possible to characterize magnetic
moments at column-by-column basis. An example is shown in Fig. 1 summarizing simulated EMCD
spectrum images for antiferromagnet LaMnAsO with a checkerboard pattern of magnetic ordering [9].
Simulations show that with a vortex of diameter 1.5 Å one should be able to resolve differences of the
order of 3-4% at the Mn-L2,3 edges, providing an EMCD signal from an antiferromagnetic compound – a
feature that is out of reach in X-ray based techniques. Notice the doughnut shaped spots with a minimum
at the position of the Mn atomic columns, when the probe is a vortex beam.
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Experimental realization of atomic resolution EMCD has not been published yet, however the first
measurements with aberrated probes show very promising results [9]. In the analysis of experimental
data one faces a problem of low signal to noise ratio – individual spectra in atomic resolution spectrum
images measured at energy losses of several hundreds of electron-Volts are rather noisy. In such case the
extraction of EMCD signal will profit from advanced statistical data processing techniques, such as
blind source separation methods, image registration and unwarping or machine learning approaches.
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Figure 1. Simulated Mn-L3 edge STEM spectrum images (nh) and pure magnetic signal component (sz)
for an antiferromagnet LaMnAsO, assuming a probe with OAM=0 (left), +1 (middle) and -1(right) with
corrected aberrations, 100keV acceleration voltage, 35mrad convergence angle and 45mrad collection
angle. Sample thicknesses of 10nm, 15nm or 20nm have been considered.
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